Let X be a Banach space with Opial's property, C a weakly compact subset of X, x e C and S a nonexpansive semigroup on C. Then {S(t)x}l>() converges weakly to a common fixed point of 5 iff S(t + h)x -S(t)x-*Q as t -» oo for all h > 0.
In this paper we consider a necessary and sufficient condition for the weak (weak-*) convergence of trajectories of nonexpansive mappings and one parameter semigroups of nonexpansive mappings in Banach spaces which satisfy Opial's condition. This problem was studied in [1, 2, 5, 6, 7, 9] .
A Banach space X satisfies Opial's condition [4] for the weak topology if xn ■-y in X implies that lim sup ||*" -y\\ < lim sup ||x" -z\\ n n for all z =£ y. All spaces lp (1 < p < oo) have Opial's property but Lp[0,2-n] with 1 < p + 2 lacks it [4] .
A Banach space X satisfies Opial's condition for the weak-* topology if X is a conjugate space to a separable Banach space and for x" -• *y in X we have lim sup \\xn -y\\ < lim sup \\x" -z\\ n n for z =£ y. I1 satisfies Opial's condition for the weak-* topology [3] . /°° does not have Opial's property.
Let C be a subset of a Banach space X. A mapping T: C -» C is said to be nonexpansive if \\Tx -Ty\\ ^ \\x -y\\ for all x, y e C. A one parameter semigroup S = {S(t): f > 0} of nonexpansive mappings on C is a family of nonexpansive mappings of C into itself satisfying the following conditions:
(i)S(s + t)x = S(s)S(t)x for s,t > 0 and x g C,
(ii) \\S(t)x -S(t)y\\ =£ \\x -y\\ for t > 0 and x, y g C.
(iii) S(0)x = ifoneC.
Lemma. Le/ C be a weakly (weakly-*) compact subset of a Banach space X with Opial's property for the weak (weak-*) topology, z g X and {{x™}: m g N} be a family of sequences which satisfies the following conditions: n By the Lemma, y = Ty and thus in view of monotonicity of {||7'';t -v\\) for any v g Fix T, the sequence {T'x} tends weakly to^ (T'x -*,*y).
Theorem 2. Let X and C be such as in the Lemma, S = {S(t): t ^ 0} be a semigroup of nonexpansive mappings on C and let x G C. Then {S(t)x }l>0 converges weakly (weakly-*) to a common fixed point of S iff S(t + h)x -S(t)x^0 as t -» oo (S(t + h)x-S(t)x^*0 ast-*oo)
for all h > 0.
Proof. We choose {/"} such that t" / > 0 and m g N we have S(t" + mt)x -S{tn)x^0 n and hence limsup \\S(t" + mt)x -_y|| > limsup \\S(t" +{m + l)t)x -S(t)y\\ n n > limsup \\S(t" +(m + l)t)x -y\\.
n Therefore y = S(t)y for all t > 0 and S(t)-^ y as t -* oo (S(t)-» *y as t -» oo). Remark. Theorem 2 gives a partial answer to a question raised on p. 550 of [7] ,
